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Everything You Need to Know to Make Money In Bull and Bear Markets

	Market experts regularly sing the praises of the revered buy-and-hold strategy, a winning approach in bull markets. But where are those experts when regularly occurring bear markets maul investors' portfolios? In fact, where were you during the most recent collapse, in 2000-2002, when investors who blindly followed the buy-and-hold method were forced to stand-and-watch as years of investment profits were rapidly erased?   

	Probably holding and praying. So much for the experts.

	All About Market Timing provides easy-to-implement market-timing strategies designed to help you ride bull markets while sidestepping bear markets. Built around a handful of mechanical, time-tested strategies, this long-overdue book flies in the face of the experts and their "advice" to show you how relatively easy it can be to keep your portfolio growing as other investors get crushed in every bear stampede.

	The number-one key to investing is to preserve your capital. Let All About Market Timing show you how to do just that, by turning your back on the always risky--and oftentimes lethal--buy-and-hold approach. 	   

Read All About Market Timing to learn more about:

	Five profitable timing strategies  
	Increased portfolio returns using leveraged funds  
	Why ETFs are better than stocks  
	Market-timing newsletters and advisors  
	Reliable timing software  
	And much more    


Leslie N. Masonson is president of Cash Management Resources, a financial consulting firm. A popular speaker, Masonson has authored four books, including Day Trading on the Edge.

About the Author

Les Masonson is president of Cash Management Resources, a cash/treasury management consulting firm, and the author of numerous books, including Day Trading on the Edge.
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Making, Breaking Codes: Introduction to CryptologyPrentice Hall, 2001

	This book is an introduction to modern ideas in cryptology and how to employ
	these ideas. It includes the relevant material on number theory, probability, and
	abstract algebra, in addition to descriptions of ideas about algorithms and com
	plexity theory. Three somewhat different terms appear in the discussion of secure
	communications...
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Complementary Medicine For Dummies (Lifestyles Paperback)For Dummies, 2007
A comprehensive guide to what’s what and what works in complementary medicine, this expert guide cuts through the jargon and gives you the facts about the alternatives. Whether you are interested in maintaining your general well-being or relieving the symptoms of a specific complaint, this book outlines all of the therapies available to...
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Managing Mobile Services: Technologies and Business PracticesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
New, attractive services for communications systems are versatile and promise to make the next generation of communications a success. Yet, as the systems grow more complex and diverse, so do the challenges of managing them.
    Service management derives from technologies used in fixed telephony systems and has evolved towards...
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Data Science and Digital BusinessSpringer, 2019

	
		This book combines the analytic principles of digital business and data science with business practice and big data. The interdisciplinary, contributed volume provides an interface between the main disciplines of engineering and technology and business administration. Written for managers, engineers and researchers who want to...
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Microsoft Office SharePoint Designer 2007 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
SharePoint Designer is Microsoft’s premier offering for Web designers, information workers, and business users to be able to interactively design collaborative SharePoint-based Web applications. It has its roots in FrontPage technologies and is considered the product of choice for users who want to work specifically on SharePoint Web...
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Fractures of the Upper ExtremityCRC Press, 2003

	The region between the shoulder and wrist is an important part of the body, as without the upper extremity there is severe functional impairment. In many ways, such impairment is greater than the counterpart in the lower extremity; this is readily apparent by looking at the homunculus of the somato-motor regions of the brain. Realizing the...
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